RAJASTHAN FINANCIAL CORPORATION  
(FR SECTION)

Ref.No.RFC/23FR/HO/Policy-17/ 2.4.0  
Dated : 20th May, 08

CIRCULAR  
(FR-5&5)

Reg: Intimation letters about OTS Schemes

Various settlement schemes have been issued on 02.05.08. It has been observed the BOs have not yet issued letters to the eligible loanees intimating them about the newly launched OTS Schemes despite clear-cut instructions for making aware the eligible loanees about these schemes and also for wide publicity.

The Supervisory Officers to whom such units have been allotted should contact all the eligible loanees personally and deliver a copy of letter alongwith detailed scheme and make them aware about the benefits they may get under these settlement schemes.

All concerned are advised to ensure that letters to all the eligible loanee concerns are issued immediately and eligible loanees are contacted personally and report progress to HO latest by 31.05.08.

(RASHMI SHARMA)  
GENERAL MANAGER (D)

Copy to:
1. All BOs/SOs.
2. DGM(A&I) Ajmer / Jodhpur.
3. Standard Circulation at HO.